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1.This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, 
sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been 
given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for 
their safety.Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

2.If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or 
similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.

3.This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with 
reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they 
have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and 
understand the hazards involved. Children shall not play with the appliance. Cleaning and user 
maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision. 

4.WARNING: Keep ventilation openings, in the appliance enclosure or in the built-in structure,clear of obstruction. 

5.WARNING: Do not use mechanical devices or other means to accelerate the defrosting 
process, other than those recommended by the manufacturer.

6.WARNING: Do not damage the refrigerant circuit.

7.WARNING: Do not use electrical appliances inside the food storage compartments of the 
appliance, unless they are of the type recommended by the manufacturer.

8.Do not store explosive substances such as aerosol cans with a flammable propellant in thisappliance. 

9.This appliance is intended to be used in household and similar applications such as 

— Sta kitchen areas in shops,  offices and other working environments;

— Farm houses and by clients in hotels, motels and other residential type environments;

— Bed and breakfast type environments;

— Catering and similar non-retail applications.

10.This product contains a light source of energy efficiency class F for light source ERP,  
test with(without) light cover.    

Safe recovery instructions P15
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The pictures are for reference only. Please refer to the object
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Refrigerating door bottle 

bracket

handle(optional)

lamp
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Handling and placement

During handling, the door 
side of the refrigerator shall 
not contact with the 
handling tools

Removing the foam base is 

beneficial for bottom heat 

dissipation and can avoid 

fire.

The refrigerator shall be 
placed in an environment 
which is dry, has good 
ventilation, far from direct 
sunshine and heat source. 

 The refrigerator shall be 
placed on the flat and firm 
surface. If the ground is not 
flat, adjust the adjusting leg 
to keep it level. 

Never place the refrigerator 

into a too cold environment 

that may get frozen.

Certain space shall be left 
around the refrigerator, 
shown in the figure. 

>30cm

>10cm >10cm
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Preparations prior to use

1. Remove all packing assemblies such as case fixing tape etc., especially the foam base. 

2. Use warm wet cloth to clean both interior and exterior of the refrigerator, (neutral detergent can 

be added in warm water). 

3. After leveling and cleaning the refrigerator, stand it for about 5 hours before plugging the power 

plug for powering on, and cool the refrigerator for 2 to 3 hours before storing foods. 

1. Remove fixing tape 2. Connect to power 3. Store food after 
connecting to power 
for 2-3 hours

Wipe with 
warm and 
wet cloth

In hot summer, 24 hours are 
needed to fully freeze the food. 
Check the refrigerating condition 
on the second day.

Do not open the 
doors frequently 
to save electricity.

The plastics deodorant will disappear
 automatically after freezing for a while.

The appliance should be located in the coolest area of the room, away from heat producing appliances or 
heating ducts, and out of the direct sunlight.
Let hot foods cool to room temperature before placing in the appliance. Overloading the appliance forces the 
compressor to run longer. Foods that freeze too slowly may lose quality, or spoil.
Be sure to wrap foods properly, and wipe containers dry before placing them in the appliance. This cuts down 
on frost build-up inside the appliance.
Appliance storage bin should not be lined with aluminum foil, wax paper, or paper toweling. Liners interfere with 
cold air circulation, making the appliance less efficient.
Organize and label food to reduce door openings and extended searches. Remove as many items as needed 
at one time, and close the door as soon as possible.

630mm

595mm

730mm

795mm

1390mm

1025mm

This refrigerating appliance is not intended to be used as a built-in appliance 

Please refer to the product introduction picture on page 5 for the placement of accessories.
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The above is the computer control board of the product

Power
 Cool

Smart

Saving

 Door 
Alarm

Child
Lock

Energy

Operation and diagram of display board 





Damper adjustment paddle

damper adjustment dial adjustment principle behind the refrigerating drawer: Usually we 

recommend using it in the mid-range.

When the temperature in the box varies with the opening and closing of the refrigerator, the

ambient temperature, and the place where it is placed, etc.

Refrigerator temperature adjustment

When the damper adjustment blade is adjusted to the "cold" side, the amount of cold air

blowing to the refrigerating compartment can be increased to achieve a better refrigerating

compartment cooling e ect.

Freezer temperature adjustment

When the damper blade adjustment is adjusted to the "coldest" side, the amount of air blowing

to the refrigerating compartment is reduced, which will extend the compressor operating time

and enhance the refrigeration e ect of the freezing compartment.



Handle installation instructions

Use a screwdriver to tighten the screws and install them at

the holes on the side of the refrigerator door. Cover the

plastic screw covers with a total of 4 screws and 4 plastic

screw covers.

Step one step two







Changing the Light
Any replacement or maintenance of the LED lamps is intended to be made by the manufacturer, its 

service agent or similar qualified person.
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40dB 40dB 40dB

RB315WM1110

Weight

Dimension 595x630x1850mm

60

219

99L

52

0.8A

RB315WM1110

318L

309kW•h/y
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RB315WM1110GR

595x630x1850mm

60

219

99L

52

0.8A

309kW•h/a

RB315WM1110UK

595x630x1850mm

61

219

99L

52

0.8A

309kW•h/a

RB315WM1110GR RB315WM1110UK

RB315GM1210

RB315GM1210

RB315GM1210GR RB315GM1210UK

RB315GM1210GR RB315GM1210UK

318L 318L
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Disposal
Old appliances still have some surplus value. An environmentally friendly approach will ensure 

that valuable raw materials are recycled.
The refrigerants used in your equipment and insulation materials require special handling 

procedures. Make sure there is no pipe damage on the back of the equipment before handling.
Up-to-date information on the options for disposing of old equipment and packaging from old 

equipment can be obtained from the local municipal o ce.

Correct Disposal of this product.

This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed with other 

household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent possible harm to the 

environment or human health from uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it 

responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of material resources. To retum your 

used device, please use the return and ollection systems or contact the retailer 

where the product was purchased. They can take this product for environmental 

safe recycing.

Safe recovery instructions

Description of climate types
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1 .成品尺寸为1 4 0 mm×2 1 0 mm，基材为80g双胶纸，未注尺寸公差按G B / T 1 

8 0 4 - v执行；

2 .印刷版面应清晰、规范，不能有印刷缺陷；

3 .裁切面应整齐、光洁、无毛刺。裁切偏差不允许超过±3mm；

4 .样品需经由研发部门确认后方可进行批量生产；

5 .制件符合QB.T0025《产品说明书及其他类似印刷件 技术规范》；

6 .产品符合QB.T0001有害物质控制技术要求。

技术要求

该页不做印刷
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